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Abstract

Because of Machine Learning, machines have become extremely good at image classification in near
real  time.  With  using  significant  training  data,  powerful  machines  can  be  trained  to  recognize
images as good as any human would. Till now the norm has been to have pictures sent to a server
and have the server recognize them. With increasing number of sensors the trend is moving towards
edge computing to curb the increasing rate of data transfer and communication bottlenecks. The
idea is to do the processing locally or as close to the sensor as possible and then only transmit
actionable data to the server. While, this does solve plethora of communication problems, specially
in  industrial  settings,  it  creates  a  new  problem.  The  sensors  need  to  do  this  computationally
intensive  image classification  which is  a  challenge for embedded/wearable  devices,  due to their
resource constrained nature.

This thesis analyzes Machine Learning algorithms and libraries from the motivation of porting
image  classifiers  to  embedded  devices.  This  includes,  comparing  different  supervised  Machine
Learning approaches to image classification and figuring out which are most suited for being ported
to embedded devices.  Taking a step forward in making the process of testing and implementing
Machine Learning algorithms as easy as their desktop counterparts. The goal is to ease the process
of porting new image recognition and classification algorithms on a host of  different  embedded
devices and to provide motivations behind design decisions.

The final proposal goes through all design considerations and implements a prototype that is
hardware independent. Which can be used as a reference for designing and then later porting of
Machine Learning classifiers to embedded devices. 
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Sammanfattning

Maskiner har blivit extremt bra på bildklassificering i nära realtid. På grund av maskininlärning
med kraftig träningsdata, kan kraftfulla maskiner utbildas för att känna igen bilder så bra som alla
människor  skulle.  Hittills  har  trenden  varit  att  få  bilderna  skickade  till  en  server  och  sedan  få
servern att känna igen bilderna. Men eftersom sensorerna ökar i antal, går trenden mot så kallad
"edge  computing"  för  att  stryka  den  ökande  graden  av  dataöverföring  och
kommunikationsflaskhalsar.  Tanken är  att  göra bearbetningen  lokalt  eller  så  nära  sensorn  som
möjligt  och  sedan  bara  överföra  aktiv  data  till  servern.  Samtidigt  som  detta  löser  överflöd  av
kommunikationsproblem,  speciellt  i  industriella  inställningar,  skapar  det  ett  nytt  problem.
Sensorerna måste kunna göra denna beräkningsintensiva bildklassificering ombord vilket speciellt
är en utmaning för inbyggda system och bärbara enheter, på grund av sin resursbegränsade natur.

Denna  avhandling  analyserar  maskininlärningsalgoritmer  och  biblioteken  från  motivationen
att  portera  generiska  bildklassificatorer  till  inbyggda  system.  Att  jämföra  olika  övervakade
maskininlärningsmetoder  för  bildklassificering,  utreda  vilka  som  är  mest  lämpade  för  att  bli
porterade  till  inbyggda  system,  för  att  göra  processen  att  testa  och  implementera
maskininlärningsalgoritmer  lika  enkelt  som  sina  skrivbordsmodeller.  Målet  är  att  underlätta
processen  för  att  portera  nya bildigenkännings  och klassificeringsalgoritmer  på en mängd olika
inbyggda  system och att  ge  motivation  bakom designbeslut  som tagits  och  för  att  beskriva  det
snabbaste  sättet  att  skapa  en  prototyp  med  "embedded  vision  design".

Det slutliga förslaget går igenom all hänsyn till konstruktion och implementerar en prototyp som
är maskinvaruoberoende och kan användas för snabb framtagning av prototyper och sedan senare
överföring av maskininlärningsklassificatorer till inbyggda system.

Nyckelord

Maskininlärning, Bildklassificering, Inbyggda system
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1.     Introduction

Machines beating Go* champions [1] have come a long way since the learning machines of the late
fifties  [2].  In the last  couple of  years Machine Learning has become so ubiquitous that there is
hardly anyone with access to technology today that is untouched by it  [3]. Specifically, the field of
computer vision, has greatly benefited from the progress in Machine Learning (ML) technologies
[4].  Computer  vision is  done  on high performance  systems usually in the cloud.  The end/edge
devices are used just as sensors serving raw data up to the cloud. This the same model that is also
applied to the Internet of things (IOT) devices employing computer vision.

Internet  of  things  is  yet  another  field  that  is  taking everybody  by surprise,  “connecting
everything and everyone to everything and everyone everywhere else” has connected a lot of devices
to the internet  [5]. The trend in  IOT, specially  in  the industrial  and analytics  market  has  been
shifting towards edge computing [6] , due to the current architecture causing a number of problems.

(i) Significant amount of irrelevant data being sent and stored into the cloud.

(ii) High energy consumption of  edge/gateway devices  caused by continuous (wireless)  
transmissions which decreases their battery lifetime. 

(iii) Loss of data privacy and security by releasing localized sensible data to the cloud.

(iv) Single Point of Failure in term of communication and processing devices.

(v) Less practical and cost effective.

(vi) Frequency duty cycling limitations in industrial environments.

Edge computing means the need to push image recognition and general Machine Learning
capabilities to end/edge devices (also known as embedded systems), which are inherently resource
constrained systems. 

Running computationally intensive tasks on embedded devices is a challenge in itself. This
push  to  add  visual  intelligence  to  the  end  devices  gave  rise  to  the  field  of  embedded  vision.
Embedded vision applications are steadily growing, with great promise for the future. But there are
still  problems with algorithms being too computationally  intensive  or  their  implementation too
difficult that make them unfeasible. 

1.1       Background

Due to their constrained nature embedded systems require computationally efficient  algorithms.
There are computer vision algorithm implementation available using Open Source Computer Vision
Library  (OpenCV)  and other   image  manipulation libraries  which  are  optimized  to  be used  on
embedded devices  [7]. But these implementations are based on traditional approaches which use
manually painstakingly created and tweaked algorithms to recognize and classify images.  Which
means tweaking the code every time you need to change something with not so stellar results. The
solution would be to use the breakthroughs provided by deep neural networks which allow generic
image classifiers to learn image feature by themselves through supervised learning, but in most of
the libraries that make implementation of these networks possible embedded devices are not first
class citizens* [8].

Embedded  vision systems are an amalgamation of many fields and design constraints. The
different elements of an embedded vision system are highlighted in Figure 1-1.  In a more traditional
setting all the major work is offloaded to the cloud server. But in an embedded vision application the
entire execution is done on the embedded device and only meaningful data if any is sent back to the
cloud server.  

* Go is an abstract strategy board game for two players

* A good definition of the first class citizen can be found on https://softwareengineering.stackexchange.com

https://softwareengineering.stackexchange.com/questions/39742/when-is-a-feature-considered-a-first-class-citizen-in-a-programming-language-p
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The training of the Machine Learning network is always done on a server or a powerful
machine as the process is very computationally intensive. It usually requires a large amount of data,
storing which is a problem on an embedded device.

Figure 1-1: The different elements of an Embedded vision system.

For the last year or so embedded vision has been a hot topic for researchers, with big companies
making there play for becoming the leader in the field [9],[10] .Primary focus has been to enable our
mobile  phones  to do on board object  detection  and image  classification,  as  those are  the most
common place “embedded” devices by some definitions. 

Apart from enabling mobile phones, the embedded vision research has broadly taken two
very different directions for embedding Machine Learning into embedded devices, as explained in
detail in Section 2.6:

1. Hardware approaches: Changing the embedded hardware, Neural computing [11] and 
neuron processing on FPGA's [12]. Moving towards Machine Learning acceleration based 
in hardware and neurophormic processing [13].

2. Software approaches: Writing software libraries that are not that resource intensive [14]. 
Working on data quantization [15], precision reduction [16] , size reduction [17] and 
compression [18]  to reduce the footprint of the ML classifier. 

But there is  little concrete open research out there for enabling generic IOT/embedded devices.

1.2       Problem definition

Much of the research in this area, has been from the motivation of either:

• Making the Machine Learning libraries smaller and more efficient, So that they can run on
an embedded device [16]

• Designing special purpose hardware that is built for running Machine Learning algorithms
[13].

 Apart from a few researches spear headed by multinational organizations  [19] there is no
substantial  literature  available,  that  focuses  on practical  application of  state-of-the-art Machine
Learning (Deep neural networks) on embedded devices. Defining streamlined process, dealing with
machine or server training of the networks and then running them on the embedded device.

The  problem  to  be  solved  is:  Practical  Implementation/Application  of  Machine
Learning on embedded devices. 
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There is hype, around emerging technologies such as embedded vision technologies, but there is
not  enough information regarding the path to follow to enable  Machine Learning  on consumer
devices  already  out  there  in  the  market.  Designing  and  prototyping  for  Machine  Learning  on
embedded devices has always been difficult, as there are some important questions when designing
for embedded devices [20]:

• Has the Machine Learning module been thoroughly tested and validated?

• Will it translate to the embedded hardware?

• Is there an early feedback mechanism ?

• How fast can you respond with improvements?

• What does it take to embed my classifier ?

To summarize, given that you have an embedded device already out there in the market. How
do you add Machine Learning to the mix. Specifically focusing on the image classification problem,
all the time having an implementation that can be iterated over and tested.

1.3       Purpose

The purpose of this thesis  project is to gain a better understanding of the problems inherent in
embedded  vision  platform  implementation.  To  ease  the  process  of  implementing  ML  in  an
embedded vision application.

The gained understanding at the end of the thesis will aid:

• IOT organizations in incorporating embedded vision into their products.

• In Making the prototyping of embedded vision application easier and more cost effective for
academic and research purposes.

• In any edge computation research or product.

The research was conducted at Proglove*, a lot of the initial effort went into defining the need
and use cases for the research. A significant need was found in the industry to move towards edge
computing, specially in terms of computer vision applications. Bringing computation as close to the
sensors as possible would be one of the possible solutions, for doing image classification that the
industry is gradually moving towards.

1.4       Goals

The aim of the thesis is to outline the technical considerations that are faced when implementing a
Machine Learning algorithm on an embedded device.

The  goal  of  this  project  is  to  discuss and  implement  an embedded  Machine  Learning
prototype. To showcase the entire design process, the goal has been divided into the following five
sub-goals:

1. Present the state-of-the-art in embedded vision.
2. Compare and discuss design decisions (regarding choice of Machine Learning libraries).
3. Port a generic classifier to a prototype. 
4. Characterize the performance of the ported classifier using the prototype.
5. Discuss hardware specific optimizations.

The  final  deliverables  would  consist  of  characterization  results  of  the  prototype
implementation, proposed and applied optimizations and a showcase of their impact.

* Proglove is an IIOT startup based out of Munich, more information can be found at  http://www.proglove.de/

http://www.proglove.de/
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1.5       Research Methodology

This thesis project made use of an empirical quantitative research methodology to reach its goals.
This approach was chosen since the author wanted to investigate the problem in a real environment
rather than in a computer simulated environment. The choice was made to keep the implementation
and the effort reproducible and easy to set up. A prototype test-bed was chosen from a bunch of
research modules available to focus on the specific area of research.

1.6       Delimitations

Since the whole area on embedded vision is too large to cover, this thesis project will focus on a
specific part of embedded vision. The delimitations of the thesis are outlined visually in figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2: The delimitation's of this project, excluded areas are drawn with dashed lines and
filled with gray

The  thesis  will  solely  cover  the  Machine  Learning  aspects  of  embedded  vision  on  board  the
embedded device. Due to the breadth of the field and the authors lack of prior experience in the
Machine Learning domain, elements such as the imaging pipeline, the application of the results and
the Machine to cloud communication are out of scope of the thesis. 

1.7       Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents relevant background information about Embedded vision and other technologies
and frameworks used within the thesis. Chapter  3 presents the methodology and method used to
develop and evaluate the solution to the problem. Chapter 4 presents implementation and setup of
the prototyping platform using the methodologies, chapter 5 presents analysis of the test setup and
proposed and performed optimizations and Lastly chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a conclusion
while keeping the limitations in mind, future work, and reflections on this thesis project.
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2.     Background

This  chapter  will  provide  the  reader  with  sufficient  background  information  on  the  different
concepts  and  elements  that  were  used  in  the  thesis.  Section  2.1 will  cover  the  background  of
Machine Learning and deeper understanding of the benefits of using Machine Learning over more
traditional  approaches.  Section  2.2 will  cover  the  background of  computer  vision  and  different
methodologies and algorithms.  Section  2.3 will  define embedded systems in  the context  of  this
research and the constrains faced by such systems. Section 2.4 will cover the Jevois platform chosen
as a platform for testing (presented in Section  3.4). Section  2.5 will cover tiny-dnn chosen as the
Machine Learning library. Section 2.6 will present several related works and provide and overview
of what has already been done in this research area. Lastly, Section 2.7 will provide a summary of
the whole chapter.

For deep insights into the following topics the author recommends, the following Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOC's).

• Introduction to Machine Learning by Andrew Ng, which can be found on Coursera [21]. 

• Making neural  networks uncool again by fast.ai, which can be found on their website [22].

2.1       Machine Learning 

This section will  give you detailed information on, as well  benefits of  usinsg Machine Learning.
Covering all  the  different  types  of  Machine  Learning,  pertaining  specifically  to computer  vision
applications.

2.1.1       Background of Machine Learning

The  origins  of  Machine  Learning  date  all  the  way  back  to  the  early  1950s,  not  long  after  the
invention of the first electronic general purpose computer, when Alan Turin created the first Turing
test  [23], to determine if a computer can think, or to put it more aptly if a machine can “learn”.
Doctor  Turing  believed  that  given  time  machines  will  be  able  to  “think”  and  “learn”  and  will
eventually pass the Turing Test. Working on this assumption many scientists started working on
this idea of “Artificial Intelligence” and in 1952 Arthur Samuel wrote the first checkers program that
learned by playing against human opponents and adjusted its strategy and eventually was able to
beat human players in the early 1970s. This term Artificial Intelligence (AI) later grew into what we
now know as Machine Learning. A Venn diagram view or how all these terms are inter-related is
showcased in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Artificial Intelligence, Machine and Deep Learning
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Machine Learning is defined in [21] as 

“A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task T and 
some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P, improves with 
experience E”.

A lot  of  work  was done in  the years  following the initial  idea  with breakthroughs with
different algorithms being discovered [24] and fine-tuned. The biggest breakthrough came in neural
networks when the researchers rediscovered the back-propagation algorithm and its benefits to the
entire field of ML. Using neural networks, that are modeled against the human brain the term “Deep
learning” was coined in 2006. Neural networks use a more data driven approach as opposed to the
more traditional knowledge driven approaches. The new Deep learning algorithms let computers
“see” and distinguish objects and texts in images and videos.

2.1.2       Types of Machine Learning

Machine Learning as described above boils down to algorithms that have the ability to learn from
experience.

Training set -> Learning Algorithm -> H (Hypothesis)

X(input) -> H -> Y (output) , through mapping it through the hypothesis

Broadly these algorithms are categorized into three types:

Supervised Learning Learning algorithms in which training data comprises 
example of input vectors along with their corresponding 
target vectors [25p. 2]. These are for solving regression and
classification problems.

Unsupervised Learning Learning algorithms in which the training data consists of 
a set of input vectors without any corresponding target 
vectors [25p. 2]. These are for solving clustering and 
association rule learning problems.

Reinforcement Learning Learning algorithms in which the algorithm learns by 
repeated execution of a defined task with a reward 
feedback. These are for solving logical, gaming and 
planning related problems.

Image classification is  a supervised learning problem in which a labeled training data is
provided to the algorithm to learn from. After which the algorithm can use the trained data set to
recognize the future occurrence of the label in question. A supervised learning pipe-line is shown in
Figure  2-2.  It  is  important  to  differentiate  here  that  the  algorithms  vary  in  how  the  training
part(Determining the weights) is done, the inference/prediction part (Apply weights to determine
output) is the same in all of them.
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Figure 2-2: Generic Supervised Machine Learning Pipeline.

2.1.3       Machine Learning for image classification

Image classification in this research is using its broad definition taken from  [26] which defines
image classification as a task requiring an algorithm to determine what object classes are present in
an image. Image classification as compared to other image interpretations is explained in figure 2-4.

Image classification has been an important area of research since the beginning of ML as it
is  the  primary  way  for  machines  to  interface  with  our  physical  world.  Recognizing  and
remembering objects in images is the first step for machines to gain actionable intelligence. In the
beginning of Machine Learning based approaches to solve the classification problem single layer
systems were used to extract features and classify images, but due to problems with accuracy and
implementation of such systems the research hit a standstill in the late 1960s. Convolutional neural
networks  (CNN's),  designed  at  bell  labs  in  1988  was  the  biggest  breakthrough  in  supervised
learning, they became very popular and various systems like the check reading system deployed in
USA and Europe in 1996, made use of CNN's.

Figure 2-3: Multi-layer neural networks.

CNN's are a special kind of multi-layer neural networks as show in Figure 2-3, that can span
numerous layers to have greater accuracy and thus require large computational resources,  these
CNN's spanning multiple layers(more than three) are said to go deep and are dubbed Deep Learning
(DL) networks. These DL networks required large computational resources, resources which were
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not that abundant in the early 2000s but in 2012 people figured out that you could have cheap super
computers in the form of GPU's capable of doing TeraFlops*. The acceptance greatly increased after
the error rates  went  way down, after  the University  of  Toronto (UOT) research  [4] using these
GPUs. Fast forward to now and you cannot get your research published unless you use a CNN.

Figure 2-4: Description of Image classification, single-object localization and object detection.
Taken from [26].

2.2       Computer vision

This  section  will  give  you  an  understanding  about  computer  vision,  and  all  the  different
technicalities involved within the field.

2.2.1       Definition of computer vision

Computer vision is defined in [27] as:

“It  is  an  inverse  problem,  in  which  we  are  trying  to  recover  some  unknowns  given
insufficient information to fully specify the solution, To describe the world that we see in 
one or more  images and to reconstruct its properties, such as shape, illumination, and color
distributions”

It is amazing how animals and humans are able to do this so effortlessly, but for machines it
is still a huge challenge. A picture taken from a camera is just a bunch of pixels, making sense of all
of it is not an easy task. Defining what the process of seeing something involves, is the heart of the
problem, defined in  Figure 2-5.

* Flops is the measure of performance in terms of floating-point operations per second
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2.2.2       Algorithms and Applications

Computer vision has a great number of applications these days, ranging from optical inspection in
factories to the Facebook's auto-tag neural network that processes billions of pictures  a day [28].
Of all the visual tasks we might ask a computer to perform, analyzing a scene and recognizing all the
objects remains the most challenging, The problem of image classification and object detection can
be solved in a number of ways, using 

• Clustering  and  Principal  Component  Analysis  (PCA) :  Using  unsupervised  dimension
reduction  (PCA) and clustering (k-means or similar) [29], clusters with data points similar
and dissimilar can be identified.

• Neural  Networks:  Brain  inspired  networks  which  use  neurons  to  classify  and  identify
images.

• Support Vector Machines(SVM): Using hyperplanes to linearly separate a set of points 
[30].

Significant research done in all different methods have pointed to Neural Networks as being
the go to for all image classification related tasks. Amongst neural networks the most promising is
the  Deep  Learning  technology which  is  based  on  artificial  neural  networks  composed  of  many
layers.  Based  on  the  power  of  these  multi-layer  CNN's,  this  category  of  Machine  Learning
revolutionizes  computer  vision  applications,  by  offering  high  recognition  rates  and  robustness
needed by many critical applications.

The ultimate goal is to match the infero-temporal pathway of the human visual system. That is said
to  be  feasible  with  large  enough data  sets  and with a  mixture  of  supervised  and  unsupervised
learning-based approaches. Given enough processing power.

Figure 2-5: Computer vision challenges and pathways*.

2.3       Embedded systems

As embedded systems have very varied definitions, this section will define embedded systems in the
context of this thesis and will explain the move to the current term “embedded vision”.

* Most of the images used in the thesis are drawn using autodraw, a Machine Learning based image pairing tool.

https://www.autodraw.com/
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2.3.1       Definition of embedded systems

Embedded  systems  are  defined  as  any  special  purpose  piece  of  equipment  that  is  resource
constrained in nature. Typically, these are “embedded” into other bigger devices and are powered of
a battery but still are designed to have long usable lifetimes.

What is and is not an embedded system is a question that will get you 10 different answers
from 10 different people. To some people a mobile phone is an embedded system, while to others it
is a general purpose computer that is capable of doing myriads of different tasks. In this thesis we
subscribe to the latter notion about embedded systems and distinguish them from general purpose
computers. In the context of this thesis Embedded systems are defined as:

“ Resource-constrained systems designed for a specific task/tasks in mind, running on a  
controller,  which  is  optimized  for  size,  cost,  power  consumption,  reliability  and  
performance” 

2.3.2       Embedded vision

Traditionally, computer vision applications have been based on specifically constructed algorithms
that were carefully designed to recognize  specific  types of  objects in images.  Recently,  however,
CNN's and other deep learning approaches have proven to be far superior to traditional algorithms
in a  variety  of  image comprehension  tasks.  In  contrast  to traditional  algorithms,  deep  learning
approaches  are  generalized  learning  algorithms  trained  through  examples  to  recognize  specific
classes of objects.

Still, the CNN is run on higher end machines or general-purpose computers, with the trend
shifting for pushing these actions on to end devices. This is becoming a reality due to emergence of
very  powerful,  low cost  and energy  efficient  processors.  More and more work  is  being done in
embedding these functionalities into these end user/embedded devices,  thus leading to the term
“embedded vision”. Serving computer vision applications completely with embedded devices. Thus
embedded vision is  a  term that  was coined to  describe  the practical  use of  computer  vision in
embedded devices to make them able to recognize their environment through visual means.

2.4       Jevois Platform

To meet the limitations outlined in section 1.6, a hardware platform was chosen that would abstract
away all the irrelevant parts of the research, while taking the least amount of time to get up and
running. The platform is discussed in this section, while the motivation regarding the selection of
the platform covered in section 3.3.1.

The Jevois platform  [31] is an open source quad core camera module that came out the
research  in  University  of  South  Carolina, made  possible  by  research  grants  from the  National
Science Foundation (NSF) and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). It started
as an educational platform, to encourage the study of machine vision.

  Jevois = video sensor + quad-core CPU + USB video + serial port

It is currently being maintained and further developed to enable everyone to use machine vision
in embedded, IoT, robotics, and educational projects. They initially used a Kickstater campaign to
bootstrap for mass manufacturing and  now the platform is readily available through the web store.

2.4.1       Software platform 

How the software components are laid out in the platform is shown in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6: Jevois software framework [31].

As explained on their website, the Jevois framework operates as follows: video is captured from
the camera sensor, processed on the fly through user defined machine vision algorithm directly on
the camera's own processor, and the results are streamed over USB to a host computer and/or over
serial to a micro-controller.

The Jevois software is a C++17 software framework for real-time machine vision running on
smart cameras, it is open source under the GPL license and hosted on GitHub [32], it is decoupled
for its hardware counterpart and is a full featured Linux operating system that can be used on any
device that can run Linux e.g a raspberry Pi and as a plus on a standard desktop computer. 

The software framework benefits from previous research at University of South Carolina with
the iLab Neuromorphic Vision C++ Toolkit (INVT) and the Neuromorphic Robotics Toolkit (NRT).
It is mainly geared towards embedded systems with a single processor, and towards stream-based
processing (one image in form the camera, one image out to USB). Many of the innovations which
were developed for  INVT and NRT have  been  ported  to  Jevois,  including  chiefly  the  ability  to
construct  complex  machine  vision  pipelines  using  re-usable  components  which  have  runtime-
tunable parameters, and providing a framework to ease the development of new components and
their parameters. New features specific to Jevois include kernel-level USB Gadget driver, kernel-
level  full-featured  camera  chip  driver,  user  interface  classes,  and  a  new  Engine  component  to
orchestrate the flow of data from camera to processing to output over a USB link.

2.4.2       Hardware platform

The hardware platform is laid out in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7: Jevois hardware framework [31].

The hardware platform provides a well-built imaging pipeline, with a capable camera sensor
and compute. For the purpose of this thesis, we will not be using the 2-core GPU but only the ARM
CPU for keeping the implementation architecture independent and to ease porting to less powerful
embedded MCU's.  The GPU can  be  used  if  there  is  need  for  extending  the  implementation by
insignificant effort. The OpenGL* code for using the GPU is part of the Jevois code base and there is
work  currently  being  done  by  the  open  source  community  to  make  this  implementation  more
accessible. 

Hardware specs at a glance can be seen in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8: Jevois hardware overview.

2.4.3       Major Concepts / Using Jevois

The Jevois platform shows up as a normal  USB camera when connected to a computer.  Which
makes  working  with  the  embedded  camera  pretty  straight  forward.  Also, the  development
environment is painless and advanced programming is done in C++, everything is cross-compiled
on a host computer. At present only Linux is supported for compiling Jevois software. 

Jevois  software is  written in C++17,  with a few low-level  algorithms that  are written in
optimized C. It uses CMake as its build process, which provides you with flexibility to build for both
your host computer and for the Jevois hardware, both at the same time. This is extremely useful
during development, since you can test your algorithms using any USB webcam and observe the
results in a window on your screen. You can also use your host computer to train a deep neural
network quickly,  and then just  load the weights  onto your MicroSD card.  The Jevois operating
system is  Linux,  and  adding/removing  features  from the  vanilla  Linux  kernel  are  managed  by
buildroot. 

You can add and remove libraries for the custom Linux kernel using buildroot as you would
with any vanilla Linux build system, you can add your own modules that can integrate into the
imaging pipeline to make them work as needed.

2.5       Tiny-dnn

The Machine Learning library chosen is discussed in this section, while the motivation regarding the
selection of the library will be covered in section 3.3.3.

2.5.1       Background

Tiny-dnn (previously tiny-cnn) is a deep learning framwork completely written in C++14 . It was
written for enabling deep learning on limited computational resource devices, embedded systems
and IoT devices. It was built because there was a need for dependency free libraries to push forward
Machine Learning on embedded devices. As explained in the feature comparison in Table 2.5.1-1.

* OpenGL is a cross platform API used to interact specifically with GPU's
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Table 2.5.1-1: Feature comparison, adapted from tiny-dnn wiki ([33])

Prerequisites Modeling Execution Execution GPU
Support

Installing Windows
support

Pre-Trained
model

tiny-dnn Nothing(Optional:T
BB,OpenMP)

C++ C++ C++ No Unnecessary Yes Yes(via-caffe-
converter)

caffee BLAS,Boost,protobu
f,glog,gflags,hdf5,

(Optional:CUDA,Op
enCV,lmdb,leveldbet

c)

Con fig
File

C++, Python C++, Python Yes Necessary Yes Yes

Theano Numpy,Scipy,BLAS,
(optional:nose,Sphin

x,CUDAetc)

Python
Code

Python Python Yes Necessary Yes No1

Tensorflow numpy,six,protobuf,
(optional:CUDA,Baz

el)

Python
Code

Python Python, C++2 Yes Necessary Yes No1

Mxnet BLAS(optional:CUD
A)

C++,
Python, R,

Julia ...

C++,
Python, R,

Julia ...

C++, Python,
R, Julia ...

Yes Necessary3 Yes Yes(via-caffe-
converter)

1 unofficial version is available
2 limited C++ API
3 It is rumored installation is unnecessary with the Mxnet amalgamation API
4 both full API and limited API via amalgamation

Tiny-dnn is an open-source project hosted on GitHub [33]. It is currently being maintained 
by the original author and other open source contributors under the BSD 3-Clause License.

2.5.2       Using tiny-dnn

Tiny-dnn is easy to use and integrate into your code base, being header only and dependency free
makes it ideal for use in embedded systems. There are also architecture specific optimizations that
can be turned on for the architectures that it supports. Also, having the ability to import pretrained
models means that you can build upon previous works and use the plethora of resources and models
out there like [34].

2.6       Related work

Image-net large scale visual recognition challenge [26] is the cutting edge computer vision research
challenge  that  is  designed  to  test  image  understanding,  the  first  task  in  the  challenge  is  the
Classification task in which the submissions have to identify objects in a large image set. CNN's or
deep  learning  turned  out  to  be  the  best  when  it  comes  to  image  classification  by  beating  all
traditional  approaches in October 2012 when a team from the UOT won the challenge showing
substantial improvement over all methods previously used and bringing the state-of-the-art closer
to toddler performance. So much so, that Google started using it  [35] for their humongous image
search and classification. 

Deep neural networks have since established themselves as a dominant technique in Machine
Learning.  Work  done  in  [36],  shows  how  computational  resources  are  being  considering  when
building upon the existing work of the CNN's. Similar work done can be characterized under the
following headings. An overview on the entire field of deep learning and how the current hardware
architectures fair has been covered in great detail in [37].

2.6.1       Embeddable libraries

With the need and push in the market to bring more Machine Learning capabilities to end devices,
there has been a lot of  work done in creating libraries for smaller, embedded and more resource
constrained devices . The work done in creating Mobile Nets [14], is one of the efforts dedicated to
present  a  class  of  efficient  models  dedicated  towards  mobile  vision  applications.  The  work  is

https://mxnet.incubator.apache.org/
https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://github.com/Theano/Theano
https://github.com/BVLC/caffe
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directed  toward efficient  arcitechture  creation  and  provides  insights  into  the  tradeoffs  between
accuracy and size and latency. Other similar works like one underway at Microsoft  [19], are trying
to create efficient algorithms for embedded devices. The work done in embeddable libraries looks
into how the networks and the algorithms could be finetuned so that they can be embedded into
smaller devices.  But the researches do not go into the process of practically embedding machine
learning into embedded devices.

2.6.2       Developing kits

There has  been  work in  developing development  kits  providing  both hardware  and software  to
enable  the  technology  further  [38].  Funded  by  bodies  such  as  the  European  Union  (EU),  the
research aims for speeding up the development and integration of Machine Learning into smaller
devices. The research is focused on using hardware software co-design to improve performance and
usability. Due to that fact, the reseach proposes a new hardware design that limits the generability
and adoptability of the solution.

2.6.3       Modeling neural nets over FPGA's

Modeling neural networks over FPGA's is  directed  towards  reducing  power  consumption,
companies  such as TeraDeep  [39],  aim on reducing power consumption by offloading intensive
computing  tasks  to  custom  hardware  Intellectual  Property  (IP)  running  on  top  a  FPGA.  The
research looks more into the benefits of performing computations on top of an FPGA, rather than a
GPU. Power consumption is one constraint that embedded devices have, the reseach into FPGAs is
also limited in terms of application areas.

2.6.4       Developing neural compute chips

Following along the trend of creating custom purpose built hardware for neural networks, work is
being done on multiple platforms. The most promising being by a company named Movidius [11],
(was acquired by Intel) who released a development kit last year designed for porting CNN's to our
embedded Vision Processing Units (VPU's) called the "Fathom" Neural Compute Stick. The stick
entered a closed beta earlier in the year and now they are hard at work on some other projects
designed to make access to the Hardware more easy. This solution requires additional hardware,
which also limits the applicability of the solution to all use cases.

2.6.5       Practical deep learning

Moving from lab experiments to real work products is also a concern when you are dealing with
resource  constrained  systems,  research  has  been  done  along  these  lines  to  see  the  practical
applicability of Machine Learning networks [40], and frameworks. The research compares networks
and points out the disconnect that exists in the state-of-the-art. In terms of being more accurate and
their practical applicability. The research is referenced in the thesis as a basis for comparing neural
network architectures. But, the work does not cover the application of these networks arcitechtures
in embedded devices.

2.6.6       AI as a service

There has been a lot of industrial interest around embedding AI into sensors and systems, and as
such  there  have  been  companies  built  around  providing  turn-key  proprietary  “AI  as  a  service
solutions”  for  doing  so.  Companies  such  as  Reality  AI  [41],  have  patent  pending  solutions  for
evaluating  and embedded  Machine  Learning  into  embedded systems.  The  research  done  is  not
publically available and thus cannot be used as is to implement machine learning onto embedded
devices.
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2.6.7       ARM Optimizations

ARM is the most used architecture on mobile computing and embedded applications. There has
been tremendous work done on writing libraries highly optimized for the ARM NEON architecture
extension. Companies such as Uncanny Vision  [42], provide libraries that enable computer vision
on embedded systems with specific focus on the ARM architecture.

This thesis focuses on implementation of Machine Learning on embedded devices from a
practical  viewpoint.  Enabling  ML  on  any  embedded  hardware  already  out  there  restricts  the
implementation  to  be  hardware  independent.  The  researches  available  do  not  provide  any
methodology to do so.

2.7       Summary

This chapter has presented the basic concepts of all the keywords and areas pertinent to the thesis.
Most of the work that has been done in embedded vision has been towards making the Machine
Learning more accessible in terms of commercial adoption with dedicated hardware and software
solutions, but it also has other applications in areas such as Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT) on
devices that are already out there.
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3.     Methodology 

Historically this section of the thesis was referred to as “Materials and Methods” [43] to emphasize
the two distinct areas it addresses.  The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the
research  method  used  in  this  thesis  and  the  “Materials”  employed  while  doing  it.  Section  3.1
describes the research process. Section 3.2 specifies the Research paradigm. Section  3.3 discusses
the rationale behind the choice of various technologies and frameworks. Section 3.4 discusses how
the experiments were designed and how data would be collected. Section 3.5 discusses how the data
will be analyzed. Section 3.6 Finally defines the evaluation framework that would be used.

To  design  the  method  and  methodology  section,  the  portal  of  research  methods  and
methodologies was followed from [44]. The chosen custom portal can be seen in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Custom Methodology portal

3.1       Research process

The thesis used an abductive approach to experiment design. The idea was to explore the field of
embedded vision by diving into the available Machine Learning algorithms, looking at the state of
art. Then choosing an available platform that would abstract everything non-pertinent away and
then finally using those  state-of-the-art Machine Learning networks for image classification and
looking  at  bottlenecks  and  potential  problem  areas.  Discussing  the  design  decisions  and
considerations along the way. 

The decision was taken to have a more open understanding of the problem area , new tools
and technologies would be chosen. One thing that needs to be clarified before moving further is that
the embedded vision market is broadly taking two very different directions for embedding Machine
Learning into embedded devices, as explained in Section 1.1 and Section 2.6.

The thesis and the choices made here on out are motivated by practical applications and the
algorithms  and Machine  Learning  implementations  to  be  able  to  be  run  on  Consumer  off  the
shelf(COTS) devices and be easily portable between different hardware. So, only software libraries
were considered and the thesis discussed and implemented a platform to make prototyping  and
porting easier.
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3.2       Research paradigm

Along with the chosen abductive research process, the project used a quantitative method for data
collection, the results are verifiable and the experiments themselves are completely reproducible.
Building a test-bed for deploying the Machine Learning algorithms as explained in section 3.4 aided
in data collection.

3.3       Rationale and choice of technology

Is this chapter all the experiment design decisions are discussed individually, as expressed earlier in
section 3.1, the decisions were primarily driven by keeping the prototype implementation flexible in
terms  of  dependencies,  something  that  could  easily  be  made  to  run  even  as  a  bare-metal*

application. 

3.3.1       Jevois 

As mentioned in  section  3.1,  the selection of  the all  components  was done by getting  firsthand
exposure to all available technologies. The rationale behind the selection of one product/device over
another was to  limit the exponential increase in complexity that arises after you have prototyped
something on a demo platform to  port  it  to a  final  device.  In prototyping  platforms such  as  a
Raspberry Pi one can get a generic classifier  up and running using tensorflow  [45] in under 30
minutes. Something that was tried, all the source code is hosted on GitHub [46]. This approach has
two drawbacks, one that raspberry PI is not an accurate representation of an embedded system,
second that tensorflow would have to be ported to your target platform as the libraries are not
available for all platforms [47], making it hardware dependent, something that this thesis was not
striving for in a prototyping platform. Another direction taken was to test the recently open-sourced
embedded device-first networks called Mobile-nets  [14], that make any device capable of running
android to be able to run Machine Learning as well. Unfortunately these networks also run on top of
tensorflow and have similar drawbacks as explained earlier.

The Machine Learning library was also behind the decision for choosing one platform over
another. The delimitation of this thesis, outlined in Section  1.6, needed to cover the prototyping
process only in terms of implementation of Machine Learning for enabling embedded vision. Thus,
various embedded vision prototype boards were considered for the purpose of abstracting away the
imaging and all other processing pipelines as outline in Figure 1-1. The other platforms considered
for the embedded vision prototype are outlined in the Table 3.3.1-1.

Table 3.3.1-1: Considered hardware platforms

S.
No

Board On board
camera

Software library
support

Low level API Chosen

1. Raspberry Pi & Pi-Clones* X √ X X
2. OpenMV CAM M7 √ √ X X
3. JeVois machine vision √ √ √ √
4. CMUcam5 Pixy √ √ √ X
5. Jetson TK1 and TX1 X √ √ X
6. Custom setup (STM32F4 + 

OV7725) 
√ X √ X

These platforms were looked into and ordered in case of OpenMV CAM M7 and Jevois and 
in the end Jevois was chosen because of the library support and the end to end support that meant 
that prototyping could be iterated over easily. As explained on [48],

*Bare-metal is a computer system without a base operating system (OS) or installed applications

*Pi-Clones are devices and boards made around the same Broadcom chip BCM2835 keeping mostly the same form factor.

http://www.nvidia.com/object/embedded-systems-dev-kits-modules.html
http://www.cmucam.org/
http://jevois.org/
https://openmv.io/
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“As an initial (slightly over-simplified) idea, the overall workflow for Jevois vision 
modules is that they implement a processing function that will receive an image captured 
by the camera sensor, and a pre-allocated output image that will be sent to the host 
computer over USB. The task of the processing function is to fill in the output image with 
results that arise from processing the input image.”

This processing part is where the Machine Learning module plugs into, Jevois abstracted 
away everything non-pertinent. Leaving only the imaging pipeline to insert the relevant code 
without requiring significant time to get up and running. Other points that pushed Jevois over the 
edge are explained in the projects kickstater page [49]:

• Linux support for camera chips is often very limited. Linux kernel drivers are often 
limited and do not provide fine grain  control over the all the controls available on the 
camera. Jevois has its own kernel driver that works around that. This is an improvement, 
when configuring parameters easily when taking sample pictures and so on.

• Linux support for the device-side of video streaming over USB is virtually non-
existent (in open source).   It is really useful for seeing what the camera is seeing to
troubleshoot  and fine-tune you embedded vision solution.  For  this,  Jevois  provides  has
device-side kernel USB Video Class driver.

• Many small embedded computer boards exist, but software support is often
limited,  and quality  sometimes is  low.  They have high quality and readable  open
source code base along with question answer forums for support.

• Camera sensor preprocessing:  They  utilized  the recent  advances  in  camera  sensor
technologies, the camera on board the Jevois can do most of the image level preprocessing
(White balance, flattening.) , to take that manipulation load of the CPU.

In summary, Jevois provides a highly optimized, easy to set up solution that works well
with the embedded development environments.

3.3.2       Machine Learning paradigms

As  the  problem  we  had  chosen  to  address  was  image  classification,  the  machine-learning
specifications had the following components, chosen after thorough literature study into Machine
Learning:

• Task: Image classification

• Machine Learning type: Supervised 

• Machine  Learning  network:  Deep  Neural  Network(Convolutional  neural
networks with more than three hidden layers) 

• Deep learning network architecture: Comparison of architectures in terms of
accuracy and computation as covered in  [40],  also shown in  Figure 3-2 outlines
which  networks  are  suitable  for  executing on resource-constrained  systems.  The
specific  network for the purpose of this thesis  is  a generic  CNN and desribed in
Table 3.3.2-1. In the current scope, the thesis did not consider revising the network
architecture(however it can be a good idea [17]).

Table 3.3.2-1: Choosen network architecture

Characterization values

Total layers 12

Layers Distribution 3 Convolutional Layers +
3 Pooling Layers +
3 Relu* Layers +

* Relu is rectified linear activation function layer
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2 Fully connected layers + 
1 Softmax layer

Top 1% Accuracy 70% (Cifar-10 dataset)

The  network  arcitecture  was  choosen  because  of  its  simplicity  and  generic  structure.  The
choosen network was also a compromize in terms of tradeoff between the operations and top-1%
accuracy. As most of the Memory and compute time is in the convolutional layers and most of the
parameters are in the fully connected layers,  these contraints had to be considered. Overall,  the
paradigms were defined from a point of view of what has to be supported in the chosen library and
what any embedded vision system needs in terms of Machine Learning capabilities.

Figure 3-2: Top 1 vs. operations, size  parameters(Taken from ∝ [40])

• Machine  Learning  library  used:  Tiny-dnn,  the  rationale  for  the  machine-learning

library are covered in its separate section  3.3.3.

• Machine Learning data set used for training: Literature comparisons were done, list

of available data sets that are used for large and small image classifications task are :

• Image-net, from the people organizing the ILSVRC.

• PASCAL Visual Object Classes Challenge , VOC

• Commons objects in context, COCO

• CIFAR 10

• CIFAR 100

• STL-10

• SVHN

Details  about  most  of  these  data  sets  are  available  with  state-of-the-art classification

benchmarks  [50].  For  our  purposes  CIFAR-10  was  chosen  because  of  there  being  pre  trained

networks in our chosen library. CIFAR 10 is a data set consisting of 32x32 color images that covers

10 different classes. 
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3.3.3        Tiny-dnn

Programming language is always a concern when talking about embedded systems, as most of the
embedded  industry  works  using  C  and  C++,  the  perusal  into  frameworks  was  done  using
frameworks that provide support for C++. The results of which have been outlined in Table 3.3.3-1.

Table 3.3.3-1: Overview after trying out deep learning alternatives in C++ (adapted
from [51])

Pro Cons Notes

Mxnet GPU acceleration Unintutive API Putting together the
network is a lot of

work(FAIL)

Dlib GPU
acceleration,examples

Bad API Good examples, bad
abstraction and

coding(FAIL)

Caffee/Caffe-intel GPU acceleration Under-documented API Out of sync in
development(FAIL)

Dynet Examples Research based
API(not for common

usage)

Focused more towards
research (FAIL)

Tiny-dnn Clean API, easy to use Mainly Convolutional No proper GPU support
yet.

Tensorflow Good documentation Hardware support Sourcing and porting
would be an issue

As part of testing the raspberry Pi platform as explained in 3.3.1, the first library that was
tested was tensor flow on a raspberry pi using [52], with tensor flow you run into dependencies on
the hardware you can run it on. The primary concern when deciding on a library was the ease of
integration into already existing projects, this meant that the library had to be dependency free and
optimized for  resource-constrained systems. The term used to describe the availability of support
for a specific implementation in the software realm is “first class citizens”, which means that the
libraries  were  designed  with  those  citizens  in  mind,  and you can  be sure  that  you would have
considerably  good support if  you use those libraries/software for  those citizens.  The motivation
hence was to search for libraries in which embedded systems were “first class citizens”. Following
those lines the final decision was made to go for tiny-dnn because it  has the following benefits
through which it fulfills all of our requirements:

• It is header only
• It is dependency free
• It is optimized for different instruction sets 
• It scales well for multi-core CPU's
• There is a large community base around it
• It is well documented
• It is completely open-source and free for commercial use
• It uses Gemmlowp [53]

• Is  optimized  for  SIMD NEON*(and ARM is  the most  used processor  type in  embedded
applications)

Detailed comparison of tiny-dnn with other considered libraries  has been provided in  Table
2.5.1-1.

* SIMD NEON is a Single Instruction Multiple data architecture extension for ARM-Cortex A series of processors
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3.4       Experiment design and planned measurements

This section describes the test-bed that was used for conducting experiments, as well as the software
and hardware platforms utilized for the purpose of the research.

3.4.1       Experimental test bed

The experimental test bed was created, the setup of which is shown in Figure 3-3. 

Figure 3-3: Test bed setup

The testbed was purposefully kept simple to provide ease of development, the block
diagram  is shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4: Test bed setup figure
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Training  of  the  network  was  done  on  the  host  computer,  along  with  writing  Jevois
integration  modules.  The  module  was  then  uploaded  live  to  the  device  where  tests  and  data
collection took place.

3.4.2       Hardware and software used

The hardware used is detailed in Table 3.4.2-1, while the software is detailed in Table 3.4.2-2.

Table 3.4.2-1: Technical specification of the devices used in the test bed

Device OS CPU RAM Notes

Laptop Ubuntu 16.04 2 8 GB Virtual Machine 

Jevois Jevois vanilla
Linux kernel
(Jevois 1.3)

4 256 MB GPU not used for
prototype

Table 3.4.2-2: Technical specification of the software versions used.

Device Version  Git Commit ID Notes

Jevois SDK 1.3.0 62d93a

Tiny-dnn 1.0.0a3 8c5d999

      Virtual  Machine  host  used  was  “Virtual  Box  Graphical  User  Interface  Version  5.1.26
r117224”, with Guest Add-on installed. The virtual machine uses USB 3.0 to talk to the hardware(to
address USB 2.0 bandwidth and power limitations).

3.5       Data analysis/ System characterization

The system was characterized in terms of data collected through the test-bed, against key metrics for
embedded DNN. For our intents and purposes the classifier would be tested first on CIFAR test data
and then on data captured through the embedded camera. After the system is characterized as it is,
selected optimizations are performed and their impact analyzed.

3.6       Evaluation framework

As we only implement and discuss one network in the scope of this thesis, an evaluation framework
was defined to compare various networks and classifiers in terms of their ability to be ported onto
an embedded device. The evaluation framework covers the test bed performance in terms of the
following metrics:

• Size of the network (classifier + weights)

• Accuracy (Top 1 %)  Measured on both test and real data set→

• Frames per second (FPS)

• CPU Load

And  also  provides  benchmarks  for  the  DNN  itself,  as  a  point  of  reference  for  further
improvements. The DNN is characterized on the basis of.

• Memory Footprint  Calculated using explanation in  → [54]

• Energy  Using the Energy estimation tool → [55] from MIT.

https://github.com/tiny-dnn/tiny-dnn/tree/v1.0.0a3
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The evaluations performed here would be used to benchmark the prototype in its current from. It 
will also be used to bring the implementation to a state where it can be ported to an embedded 
device with the least amount of effort. 
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4.     Implementation

The entire work done in the thesis has been to implicitly answer one question,

“How to run deep neural networks on weak hardware”

How to enable Machine Learning based image vision on embedded devices, starting with
what the design considerations would be, setting up a test-bed where the classifiers could be easily
tested and iterated over and to have it simple enough that it requires the least amount of effort when
transferring to the actual embedded hardware. The proposed methology to achieve this is explained
in Section 4.1, with the testbed implementation explained in the preceeding sections.

The entire implementation assumes working knowledge with Linux systems, as directory
structure and command line execution is not described in detail. To be able to set up the test-bed
using the chosen systems,  the first  step is  to get  the Jevois device  and sdk  up and running as
explained in 4.2. The second step then is to get the tiny-dnn library set up, covered in 4.3. The final
step  is  integrating  the  tiny-dnn  library  into  the  Jevois  framework,  covered  in  4.4.  Finally,  the
considerations are discussed regarding offline and online training and weights transfer.

4.1       Proposed Methodology

This section sumarizes the proposed methodology as it is described throughout the thesis.

1. Define the usecase and the corresponding machine learning paradigms (Explained in 3.3.2).

2. Use a dependency free machine learning framework that is selfcontained and does not rely
on the underlying hardware.

3. Prototype the choosen machine learning paradigms with the framework on a PC or a higher
end embedded device (e.g Raspberry PI).

4. Characterize the network model in terms of memory and computational overhead.

5. Choose a hardware platform considering the memory and computational constraints. Then
cross compile the network for the specific embedded device.

6. Train the model on a higher end machine and transfer the weights over to the embedded
device (As the weights do not change they can be stored as a constant array in memory).

7. Perform relevant network optimizations (Pruning, Precision reduction).

8. Perform relevant hardware optimizations (Alignment, SIMD Instructions).

9. Test the performance of the deployed network model, and examine if this implementation
can be iterated over after deployment.

The methodology was used to build the protoype as a first step in enabling machine learning on
truly embedded MCUs. The remaining implementation is concerned with the prototyping testbed.

4.2       Setting up Jevois

4.2.1       Using the camera

The jevois shows up as a normal usb camera when connected to your host device, When starting
with the normal default resolution of 640*480, the camera goes into a so called demo mode (Figure
4-1) in which is showcases all the features it is capable of.  As the camera is used to testing vision
algorithms, what the clever people over at jevois have done, is to allow you to dynamically change
the resolution of the usb camera,  the resolutions then are mapped to specific  image algorithms
which fire up when you select a specific resolution. A cropped list of mappings is shown in Figure 4-
2.
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Figure 4-1: Demo view Jevois

The Jevois smart vision camera by itself comes without a micro-SD card, All the operating
systems and machine  vision software for  Jevois  resides  on a MicroSD card that  you can insert
directly into the smart camera. The first step hence is getting the SD card ready with the right image
from the Jevois website, the entire process is explained in great detail on [56] [57]. After flashing the
image to the SD card you get a Linux file system, which the on board Jevois bootloader uses to boot
from. As Jevois is meant to function mostly as a standalone device, the led indicator on board tells
you the current status of the device and if you have flashed the SD card correctly. The state you want
to be in is a solid red led light.

The last thing you need is some sort of software to capture frames from the camera, for this
we used the Jevois recommended camera capture software 'guvcview*' , which can also be installed
using the package manager on Ubuntu.

> sudo apt-get install guvcview

Figure 4-2: Extract of available mappings

Choosing different resolutions in guvcview, allows you to fire up different mappings that in
turn fire up so called "modules", which allows you the ability to test different algorithms and even
the effects of  different  resolutions on different  algorithms without  going through the process  of
reflashing the device every time. 

* Software also available from http://guvcview.sourceforge.net/

http://guvcview.sourceforge.net/
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4.2.2       Programming the camera 

To  program  the  device  the  first  thing  you  need  is  the  Jevois-sdk.  Ubuntu  LTS * versions  are
recommended as the development environment for working with Jevois, at the time of writing the
thesis  there  is  work  being  done  on  virtual  machines  and  docker  containers  with  presetup
development environments, but that is not an option yet. The direction taken was that of setting up
a virtual machine and installing a fresh copy of Ubuntu 16.04. This was done to have a completely
clean  and  controlled  system.  After  installing  the  OS,   installing  Jevois-sdk  is  just  a  matter  of
installing a package using the Ubuntu's package manager. The package manager takes care of all the
dependencies.

> sudo apt-get install jevois-sdk-dev

This full fledge jevois-sdk-dev installs all the necessary utils need to reflash the linux file
system on the sd card. The package takes care of setting up all the developing paths and depency
checks, all you need to take care of is cloning the jevois* and the jevoisbase* repository into your
'/home' directory and you are ready to start writing modules for the device.

All the necessary steps for different kinds of  OS's and mediums  are defined in great detail,
in the online device documentation[48]. There are some caveats , from problems that were faced
during implementation and upstream contributions, mentioned below:

• There are scripts to automate the entire process of recompiling the kernel, the very first
time the build has to in the following order: 

Jevois  Jevoisbase  YourOwnModule→ →

• If editing the mappings.cfg file to add different mappings, you only need to recompile the
Jevois repository first using its build script.

• After  updating  code  the  jevois-flash-card  script  does  not  work,  because  of  there  being
missing options in Ubuntu 16.04 'etc/mk2fs.conf'. Remove the options that are not there by
default in your '/etc/mk2fs.conf' by changing the jevois-flash-card script.

4.3       Setting up tiny-dnn

Tiny-dnn being dependency free means, all you need to do to start working with it is to clone the
GitHub repository* after which you have access to the entire code-base. Afterwards all you need is a
compiler toolchain with which you can cross-compile for any target architecture that you want the
library to run on.

Some caveats for working with the library are as follows:

• Building the test files after altering them does not work with the build scripts in the current
release we were working on. You have to manually compile the files.

• Working with the Caffee converter in tiny-dnn does not work out of the box, you need to
compile it yourself, the documentation is outdated and not explained anywhere. Command
line compilation works with the following arguments.

g++ -g -O0 -std=c++14 -I ${Install_dir}/tiny-dnn -L /usr/local/lib -Wall -o
converter.out caffe_converter.cpp caffe.pb.cc -lprotobuf -lopencv_core
-lopencv_highgui -lopencv_imgproc -lpthread

* LTS , Long Term Support versions of Ubuntu, the latest one being 16.04

* Jevois repository can be found at https://github.com/jevois/jevois

* Jevoisbase repository can be found at https://github.com/jevois/jevoisbase

* Tiny-dnn repository can be found at https://github.com/tiny-dnn/tiny-dnn

https://github.com/tiny-dnn/tiny-dnn
https://github.com/jevois/jevoisbase
https://github.com/jevois/jevois
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It may be needed to tweak it according to your directory and file structure. In the end you get
the convertor.out. It's command line usage is defined in the readme file in the same folder.

4.4       Integrating tiny-dnn into Jevois(Modules)

Jevois defines “modules” as the mechanism for integrating new functionality into the device. The
primary work done was to write up a module using the Jevois framework that would integrate Tiny-
dnn inside the Jevois Linux kernel. Thus, an Objdetect module hosted on GitHub [58] was written
using the Jevois API which added tiny-dnn support in Jevois.

As with any Machine Learning problem, the implementation task can be broken down two
concrete steps, Training and Inference. Training and its design considerations will be covered in
Section 4.4.1, while the inference, the process in which the classifier infers the class of the image will
be discussed in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1       Training

As the end devices being targeted were resource constrained in nature and training of a network is a 
greater computationally intensive task than inference, the training of the classifier was done on 
board the virtual machine using its CPU as shown in Figure 4-3.

For training purposes the cifar_train example was modified to suit our need and then 
compiled as mentioned in Section 4.3. The network was then trained using the following 
parameters:

• Learning rate: 0.01 (The step size, determining how quickly the neural network will 
converge)

• Epochs: 30 (The number of times to use the data batches) 

• Mini batch size: 10 (Gradient descent input for the subset of training data set to be used in 
each iteration)

Using the following command line arguments  in the end.

./example_cifar_train --data_path your-cifar-10-data-directory
--learning_rate 0.01 --epochs 30 --minibatch_size 10 --backend_type internal

 

Figure 4-3: CNN Training
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The training on the virtual machine using its current state of configuration took 48 hours, 
Code employed for the Training can be found in Appendix A: Network training code.

4.4.2       Inference

The weights  later  were included as  part  of  the  module  that  was compiled  into  the image.  The
overview of the steps followed when writing the custom module were as follows:

1. A new module was created, using the create sample module script, which creates a default
pass through module with given vendor (Bilal)  and module name(ObjDetect).

2. It  was  compiled  in  its  folder(folder  path  is  outside  jevois  or  Jevoisbase)  using  the
./rebuild_host script which adds the module to '/Jevois/modules/{My_vendor_name}.

3. Custom mappings were added in the mappings.cfg manually.

4. The  jevois-daemon was recompiled  using ./rebuild_host  script  inside  jevois  and jevois
base.

5. The jevois-daemon is run on the host, to test if the mappings work as expected.

Figure 4-4: CNN Deployment / Inference

As shown in Figure 4-4, the weights and the networks graphs are ported to Jevois as part of 
the module. The module is then fired on selecting its defined mapping.

Code employed as part of  the Jevois Module for inference can be found in  Appendix B:
Network Inference Code.

4.5       Using the testbed

As the tiny-dnn is a module that sits inside the Jevois camera, using the testbed is just a matter of
plugging the camera into a PC. The camera shows up as a normal USB camera and any camera
software can be used to view the stream. Once the right resolution is selected the tiny-dnn Image
classification module is loading into memory and all the parameters are shown overlay-ed on the
streamed image itself.

When programming the tested Jevois also provides a 'profiler' class in the Debug directory
that allows you to time different steps of your algorithm using checkpoints. It was used to time the
different layers of a network in terms of which layers take a lot of time.
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The tiny-dnn module is a .so*, which is dynamically linked at run time. Which means that
the module is the only thing that is changed , significantly reduces compile time when iterating over
the development. Also, the live update push to the device means that the SD card does not have to
be inserted into the host computer and the device can be programmed as it is.

*A .so file is a "shared object" file, can be linked in to a loading program as rapidly as possible. 
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5.     Analysis

This  section  provides  the  system  characterization  of  the  testbed,  discusses  and  analyzes
improvement and optimizations.  Section  5.5 discusses  the steps that would need to be taken to
move a classifier from the testbed to an embedded device inside a product.

Figure 5-1: Data collection screenshot

The results are analyzed based on top-1% accuracy*, due to the application of the classifer
being in an IIOT setting. A top-3 or 5 % percentage accuracy frequency used in academic reasearch
does not suggest much in an industrial environment.

5.1       Characterization

The testbed after the initial setup as defined in section 4 is characterized as follows:

Table 5.1-1: System characterization.

On test data set On real data

Top 1% Accuracy 70.00% ~50.00%

FPS 8.6 8.6

CPU Load 82.40%* 82.40%*

Weights Size 2.7 MB 2.7 MB

Module Size .so 5.4 MB 5.4 MB

* Compared to the pass-through load of 3.3 percent%, the CPU was clocked at 1344 MHz.

* Is the fraction of test images for which the correct label is the first label, as opposed to top 3% accuracy which is the fraction of test 
images for which the correct label is amongst the first three labels considered most probable by the network.
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The network used the default double precision Floating Point (FP) using tiny dnn.

5.2       Optimizations

Classification for real-time embedded vision applications is a difficult computational problem
due  to  its  dense  data  processing  requirements.  These  computational  complexities  involved  in
classifier design limits its vector processing power significantly. There has been significant work
done on method to optimize the classifier. To make the classifier more efficient while keeping the
same hardware and design constraints. 

There are multiple optimization that can be performed using different methods,

• Network structure modification (using  [17] and [59])

• Binarization (using [60] and [61])

• Precision Adjustment  (using [62])

As the prototyping platform is  not  the final  platform, some generic  optimization have been
showcased on the testbed in the following subsections.

5.2.1       Reducing floating-point precision

The system characterization after  reducing the network precision from double to single floating
point is outlined in Table 5.2.1-1. 

Table 5.2.1-1: System after precision optimizations.

On test data set On real data

Top 1% Accuracy 70.00% ~50.00%

FPS 11.9 11.9

CPU Load 65.00%* 65.00%*

Weights Size 1.5 MB 1.5 MB

Module Size .so 5.4 MB 5.4 MB

* Compared to the pass-through load of 3.3 percent%, the CPU was clocked at 1344 MHz.  

5.2.2       Optimizing computations

The system characterization after using NNPACK is outlined in Table 5.2.2-1. 

NNPACK is an acceleration package for neural network computations, it provides low-level
performance primitives than can be leveraged. It supports ARM NEON instruction set to optimize
convolution operations specifically.

Table 5.2.2-1: System after using NNPACK.

On test data set On real data

Top 1% Accuracy 70.00% ~50.00%

FPS 11.9 11.9

CPU Load 54,40%* 54,40%*

Weights Size 1.5 MB 1.5 MB

Module Size .so 5.2 MB 5.2 MB
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• Compared to the pass-through load of 3.3 percent%, the CPU was clocked at 1344 MHz.

5.3       Domain Adaptations

Deep networks often tend to become very specific to a given data set that they are trained on. By
adding a bit of  training using images captured by the Camera you can fine-tune the network to
perform better on the images captured by the camera. There is quite a bit of available literature [63]
on "domain adaptation" and "fine-tuning" that can be used for further optimizations.

Table 5.3-1: System after domain adaptation.

On test data set On real data

Top 1% Accuracy 70.00% ~61.00%

FPS 11.9 11.9

CPU Load 54,40%* 54.40%*

Weights Size 1.5 MB 1.5 MB

Module Size .so 5.2 MB 5.2 MB

* Compared to the pass-through load of 3.3 percent%, the CPU was clocked at 1344 MHz.

The characterization showcased in  Table 5.3-1 is after taking images as they are captured by the
Jevois camera and then using those to fine tune (retrain) the system.

5.4       Comparison 

Aside from the testbed characterization the network itself was characterized to provide a reference
value for when optimizing the network further. For providing and estimating a resource utilization
estimation is very important when porting the network to an embedded device.

The network itself is characterized is  Table 5.4-1, the details about the calculations can be
found in Appendix C: Calculations for Network Memory Footprint.

Table 5.4-1: Network Characterization

Characterization values

Total Memory required 0.2MB (Per image for a forward pass)

Total Parameters 89k parameters

Total Layers 12

Layers Distribution 3 Convolutional Layers +
3 Pooling Layers +
3 Relu* Layers +

2 Fully connected layers + 
1 Softmax layer

The final overview of the current state and testbed is showcased in Table 5.4-2.

* Relu is rectified linear activation function layer
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Table 5.4-2: Overview of results(side by side comparison)

System
Characterization

Precision
reduction

Using NNPACK Using domain
adaptations

Top 1% Accuracy ~50.00% ~50.00% ~50.00% ~61.00%

FPS 8.6 11.9 11.9 11.9

CPU Load 82.40%* 65.00%* 54,40%* 54.40%*

Weights Size 2.7 MB 1.5 MB 1.5 MB 1.5 MB

Module Size .so 5.4 MB 5.4 MB 5.2 MB 5.2 MB

 * Compared to the pass-through load of 75%, All the field are the results of real data.

5.5       Discussions

This section discusses the learning outcomes from the results and key takeaways and considerations
for moving beyond the work done in the thesis.

5.5.1       Considerations when Porting to an Embedded MCU:

The idea as explained in Section 1, was to curb the exponential increase in complexity when moving
form a prototyping testbed to doing Machine Learning on an MCU like an STM32F4 * with an ARM-
CORTEX M4 core.

In terms of implementation, as the network implementation is completely dependency free
it can be used as it is and compiled with the existing code base. Calculations about the performance
can  be  done  by looking  at  the  current  system characterization.  Also,  Multiply  and Accumulate
(MAC) Assembly Intrinsics can be used for  the ARM architecture to improve overall performance. 

There are memory and compute considerations that need to be made and depends upon the
application area, higher end MCU's like the STM32F series MCU's can on paper accommodate the
1.5 MB network  weights as  a  constant  array  in  their  external  flash and have 0.2 MB RAM for
inference. But the entire process begins after the algorithm is trained and it can be narrowed down
to what the system needs to really look for. Moving to an M4 core is mostly a matter of porting and
removing extraneous code. The difficulty is in paring back areas that cause problems because of
memory considerations on the embedded device. As long as there are test vectors to test the output
of  the  algorithms  at  important  points  on  the  different  platforms(Jevois   embedded  device).→
Separating the system into testable chunks will make the process much easier(how it currently is).
Optimizing the network with the methods mentioned will also in reducing the classifier footprint,
but the entire method described is non-trivial. Dependency free frameworks aid a lot in the process
of enabling Machine Learning on embedded MCU's but there is still significant effort that needs to
be put in to make the networks smaller from a case by case basis.

5.5.2       Lab Experiments vs Real World Products

Lab experiments and a significant chunk of the research done in the field of Machine Learning does
not  care  about  generalization,  as  these  are  designed  to  prove  specific  point  and benchmarking
certain  new  type  of  classifier  or  embedded  hardware.  In  contrast,  real  world  products  need  to
perform with a certain accuracy in a variety of unforeseen circumstances. Thus Machine Learning
classifiers that are to be used in real world products need to be generalize-able, they need to really
focus on detecting over-training and predict generalization. As mentioned in Section 1.2, there are

* STM32F4 is just used as an example here, as it one of the processor in the IIOT products made by the startup.
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multiple open question that need to be answered when practically embedding a classifier inside a
wearable device. 

This thesis  aimed to present  a generalized implementation strategy that  can be used to
move  from  experimentation  to  embedding  classifiers  in  real  world  products.  The  resulting
implementation/prototype can be used to fine tune and improve the classifier against a specific use
case. Which can later be ported to any embedded device with relative ease.
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6.     Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter will conclude the thesis project, with a conclusion in section 6.1, limitations in section
6.2. The future work that can be built upon using the current implementation would be discussed in
section 6.3. Finally, section 6.4 will cover the reflections at the end of the thesis project.

6.1       Conclusions

The thesis project designed, implemented and evaluated an embedded vision prototyping platform,
which meets the goals discussed in Chapter 1.

The results reflect that this platform can be used as a step forward in embedding Machine
Learning by providing a prototyping platform that can be iterated over and that aims on providing
ease of transition to embedded devices. The prototype showcases that the use of dependency free
Machine Learning algorithms is a good way to push Machine Learning onto embedded  devices in a
more seamless way. Additionally, with the use of prototyping platforms which are easy to set up and
integrate, more and more companies can start experimenting with the prototype to test their vision
applications without diving deep into the embedability of their application, which can on a latter
stage be transferred to an embedded device. 

The research question can be answered as: 

“Dependency  free  Machine  Learning  frameworks  with  hardware  optimizations
can greatly aid practical application of Machine Learning on embedded devices” 

There is huge divide between ML research that is being done today to improve accuracy
with  unlimited  resources  and practical  applications  that  are  bound to  energy  and computation
budget  constraints.  Developing  on an embedded prototype testbed provides  the  developer  with
constraints, constraints which otherwise they will not have when prototyping on a PC or a GPU. The
assertions are supported by literature review and implementation of a prototyping testbed.

6.2       Limitations

The results were limited by the fact that the classifier was trained on CIFAR 10 data-set, using an
Industry inspired data-set would have made more sense from a practical application point of view.
As that would have highlighted the problems associated with data collection in Machine Learning
and would have given an estimate in terms of effort required to do so. Also, in order to know how
the prototype implementation scales with bigger more diverse data sets.

The results were also limited by the fact that only one network was tested on the testbed,
and other hardware specific  optimization were not done (To keep the implementation hardware
agnostic).  As  the  research  was  focused  on  setting  up  the  testbed  to  enable  embedded  ML
development, there was not enough time to perform other embedded optimizations that have shown
to prove significant computational gains in terms of performance. As mentioned in Section 1.1  in
terms  of  literature  available  for  Classifier  optimizations  on  embedded  devices,  immediate
optimizations that can be performed are, Working on data quantization  [15], precision reduction
[16], size reduction [17] and compression [18]  to reduce the footprint of the ML classifier. 

The conclusions are specific to embedding Machine Learning solutions into already existing
line  of  products,  if  a  new  product  (in  that  early  development  phase)  is  being  considered  then
specialized embedded hardware or VPU's can be used for better performance gains also covered in
detail in Section 1.1.

6.3       Future work

As the  thesis  project  was  done  by  a  single  person,  there  was  not  enough time to  develop  and
implement a lot of proposed functionality into a running solution; hence quite a lot has been left for
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future  work.  Some  obvious  improvements  are,  having  an  automated  mechanism  to  port  the
classifier onto the embedded device and look into how the implementation scales with bigger data
sets.

The work done in the project, could be built upon in the future by focus on optimization of the
deep  neural  networks  being  run  on  the  embedded  devices  by  optimization  for  precision  and
measuring impact. Using the GEMMLOWP  [53]  library maintained by google would be the next
logical step. These optimizations would greatly aid the porting process and would help in reducing
the computational complexity of these networks. 

Work  could  also  be  done  in  the  direction  of  power  optimization,  by  actually  changing  the
algorithms to fine tune them for the specific hardware. This would also aid in reducing the memory
and computation footprint of these networks.

Another direction for future development is increasing task complexity. For instance, going into
the object detection direction, the work worth looking into for this would be the Darknet framework
and  the  You  only  Look  once  (YOLO)  implementation  [64].  This  would  allow  to  increase  task
complexity, to move to other use cases.

6.4       Reflections

According to Yaan lecun  [65], chief Machine Learning engineer at Facebook and a well regarded
Machine Learning researcher, there would be vision chips or these neural net accelerator hardware
ubiquitous in the next couple of years  [66].  But as it is  with adoption, the first  step for market
penetration is that these neural nets or libraries run on off the shelf hardware  and then when they
have proven there market worth, then the market will move towards more specialized solutions. 

There is work being done on reducing the weights, the precision and making the overall design
more energy efficient, all of that is currently a huge computational win [67]. But there is still a huge
divide between what the Machine Learning research is focused on, to what the industry needs in
order to push Machine Learning [68]. Hardware – software co-design is the way to move forward.
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Appendix A: Network training code

/*

* @brief Training the network.

*/

void train_cifar10(std::string data_dir_path, double learning_rate,

const int n_train_epochs, const int n_minibatch,

tiny_dnn::core::backend_t backend_type, std::ostream &log) {

// specify loss-function and learning strategy

tiny_dnn::network<tiny_dnn::sequential> nn;

tiny_dnn::adam optimizer;

construct_net(nn, backend_type);

std::cout << "load models..." << std::endl;

// load cifar dataset

std::vector<tiny_dnn::label_t> train_labels, test_labels;

std::vector<tiny_dnn::vec_t> train_images, test_images;

for (int i = 1; i <= 5; i++) {

parse_cifar10(data_dir_path + "/data_batch_" + std::to_string(i) + ".bin",

&train_images, &train_labels, -1.0, 1.0, 0, 0);

}

parse_cifar10(data_dir_path + "/test_batch.bin", &test_images, &test_labels,

-1.0, 1.0, 0, 0);

std::cout << "start learning" << std::endl;

tiny_dnn::progress_display disp(train_images.size());

tiny_dnn::timer t;

optimizer.alpha *=

static_cast<tiny_dnn::float_t>(sqrt(n_minibatch) * learning_rate);

int epoch = 1;

// create callback

auto on_enumerate_epoch = [&]() {

std::cout << "Epoch " << epoch << "/" << n_train_epochs << " finished. "

<< t.elapsed() << "s elapsed." << std::endl;

++epoch;

tiny_dnn::result res = nn.test(test_images, test_labels);

log << res.num_success << "/" << res.num_total << std::endl;

disp.restart(train_images.size());

t.restart();
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};

auto on_enumerate_minibatch = [&]() { disp += n_minibatch; };

// training

nn.train<tiny_dnn::cross_entropy>(optimizer, train_images, train_labels,

n_minibatch, n_train_epochs,

on_enumerate_minibatch, on_enumerate_epoch);

std::cout << "end training." << std::endl;

// test and show results

nn.test(test_images, test_labels).print_detail(std::cout);

// save networks

std::ofstream ofs("cifar-weights");

ofs << nn;

}
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Appendix B: Network Inference Code

//

// JeVois Smart Embedded Machine Vision Toolkit - Copyright (C) 2016 by Laurent Itti, the 

University of Southern

// California (USC), and iLab at USC. See http://iLab.usc.edu and http://jevois.org for 

information about this project.

//

// This file is part of the JeVois Smart Embedded Machine Vision Toolkit. This program is free 

software; you can

// redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as 

published by the Free Software

// Foundation, version 2. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but 

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

// without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 

PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public

// License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program;

// if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 

02110-1301, USA.

//

// Contact information: Laurent Itti - 3641 Watt Way, HNB-07A - Los Angeles, CA 90089-2520 - 

USA.

// Tel: +1 213 740 3527 - itti@pollux.usc.edu - http://iLab.usc.edu - http://jevois.org

// ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/*! \file */

#include <jevois/Core/Module.H>

#include <jevois/Debug/Log.H>

#include <jevois/Debug/Timer.H>

#include <jevois/Image/RawImageOps.H>

#include <linux/videodev2.h> // for v4l2 pixel types

// See if this is actually needed

#include <jevoisbase/Components/Utilities/BufferedVideoReader.H>

#include <stdarg.h> // needed by tiny_dnn

// Defines used to optimize tiny-dnn.

#define CNN_USE_TBB

#undef CNN_USE_DOUBLE

// All defines used by tiny-dnn, double check in the end

#include <fstream>
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#include <tiny-dnn/tiny_dnn/tiny_dnn.h>

#include <tiny-dnn/tiny_dnn/nodes.h>

#include <tiny-dnn/tiny_dnn/config.h> // for float_t, etc. this does not include much code

#include <tiny-dnn/tiny_dnn/util/aligned_allocator.h> // for aligned_allocator

#include <tiny-dnn/tiny_dnn/util/util.h> // for index3d

#include <opencv2/core/core.hpp>

/*! This module detects object usign the cifar10 trained network

@author Bilal Parvez

TODO: Decide upon a video mapping

@videomapping YUYV 640 480 28.5 YUYV 640 480 28.5 Bilal ObjDetect

@email bilalp@kth.se

@address Landsberger Str. 425 , 81241 München

@copyright Copyright (C) 2017 by Bilal Parvez

@mainurl https://bparvez.github.io/

@license GPL v3

@distribution Unrestricted

@restrictions None */

class ObjDetect : public jevois::StdModule

{

public:

tiny_dnn::network<tiny_dnn::sequential> nn;

//! Constructor

ObjDetect(std::string const & instance) : jevois::StdModule(instance), itsScoresStr(" ") {

const std::string wpath = "/jevois/modules/Bilal/ObjDetect/tiny-dnn/weights.tnn";

using conv = tiny_dnn::convolutional_layer;

using pool = tiny_dnn::max_pooling_layer;

using fc = tiny_dnn::fully_connected_layer;

using relu = tiny_dnn::relu_layer;

using softmax = tiny_dnn::softmax_layer;

const size_t n_fmaps = 32; ///< number of feature maps for upper layer

const size_t n_fmaps2 = 64; ///< number of feature maps for lower layer

const size_t n_fc = 64; ///< number of hidden units in fully-connected layer

nn << conv(32, 32, 5, 3, n_fmaps, tiny_dnn::padding::same) // C1

<< pool(32, 32, n_fmaps, 2) // P2

<< relu(16, 16, n_fmaps) // activation

<< conv(16, 16, 5, n_fmaps, n_fmaps, tiny_dnn::padding::same) // C3

<< pool(16, 16, n_fmaps, 2) // P4
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<< relu(8, 8, n_fmaps) // activation

<< conv(8, 8, 5, n_fmaps, n_fmaps2, tiny_dnn::padding::same) // C5

<< pool(8, 8, n_fmaps2, 2) // P6

<< relu(4, 4, n_fmaps2) // activation

<< fc(4 * 4 * n_fmaps2, n_fc) // FC7

<< fc(n_fc, 10) << softmax(10); // FC10

try

{

//nn.load(wpath, tiny_dnn::content_type::weights, tiny_dnn::file_format::binary);

// load nets

std::ifstream ifs(wpath.c_str());

ifs >> nn;

LINFO("Loaded pre-trained weights from " << wpath);

}

catch (...)

{

LINFO("Could not load pre-trained weights from " << wpath);

}

}

//! Virtual destructor for safe inheritance

virtual ~ObjDetect() { }

//! Processing function

virtual void process(jevois::InputFrame && inframe, jevois::OutputFrame && outframe) 

override

{

//TODO: Hardcoded should read the batches.meta.txt file.

const std::array<const std::string, 10> names = {

"airplane", "automobile", "bird", "cat", "deer", "dog", "frog", "horse",

"ship", "truck",

};

static jevois::Timer itsProcessingTimer("Processing");

// This is when we have the position of the object, showing blank for

// now, also the pixel size and the location need to be adjusted.

static cv::Mat itsLastObject(60, 60, CV_8UC2, 0x80aa) ; // Note that this one will contain raw 

YUV pixels

static std::string itsLastObjectCateg;

// Wait for next available camera image:

jevois::RawImage inimg = inframe.get(true);
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// We only support YUYV pixels in this example, any resolution:

inimg.require("input", 640, 480, V4L2_PIX_FMT_YUYV);

itsProcessingTimer.start();

// Wait for an image from our gadget driver into which we will put our results:

jevois::RawImage outimg = outframe.get();

outimg.require("output", 640, 480, V4L2_PIX_FMT_YUYV);

switch (outimg.height) {

case 480: break; //normal mode

case 360: //Something is wrong

default: LFATAL("Incorrent output height should be 480");

}

// Extract a raw YUYV ROI around attended point:

cv::Mat rawimgcv = jevois::rawimage::cvImage(inimg);

cv::Mat rawroi = jevois::rawimage::cvImage(inimg);

cv::Mat objroi;

cv::cvtColor(rawroi, objroi, CV_YUV2RGB_YUYV);

cv::resize(objroi, objroi, cv::Size(32, 32), 0, 0, cv::INTER_AREA);

// Convert input image to vec_t with values in [-1..1]:

auto inshape = nn[0]->in_shape()[0];

size_t const sz = inshape.size();

tiny_dnn::vec_t data(sz);

unsigned char const * in = objroi.data; tiny_dnn::float_t * out = &data[0];

for (size_t i = 0; i < sz; ++i) *out++ = (*in++) * (2.0F / 255.0F) - 1.0F;

// Launch object recognition on the ROI and get the recognition scores

// , see what to call predict on

auto scores = nn.predict(data);

// Create a string to show all scores:

std::ostringstream oss;

for (size_t i = 0; i < scores.size(); ++i)

oss << names[i] << ':' << std::fixed << std::setprecision(2) << scores[i] << ' ';

itsScoresStr = oss.str();

// Check whether the highest score is very high and significantly higher than the second best:

float best1 = scores[0], best2 = scores[0]; size_t idx1 = 0, idx2 = 0;

for (size_t i = 1; i < scores.size(); ++i)

{

if (scores[i] > best1) { best2 = best1; idx2 = idx1; best1 = scores[i]; idx1 = i; }

else if (scores[i] > best2) { best2 = scores[i]; idx2 = i; }
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}

// Update our display upon each "clean" recognition:

if (best1 > 90.0F && best2 < 20.0F)

{

// Remember this recognized object for future displays:

itsLastObjectCateg = names[idx1];

itsLastObject = rawimgcv(cv::Rect(30, 30, 60, 60)).clone(); // make a deep copy

LINFO("Object recognition: best: " << itsLastObjectCateg <<" (" << best1 <<

"), second best: " << names[idx2] << " (" << best2 << ')');

}

//One time define for the text color

unsigned short const txtcol = jevois::yuyv::White;

// Let camera know we are done processing the input image:

inframe.done(); // NOTE: optional here, inframe destructor would call it anyway

cv::Mat outimgcv(outimg.height, outimg.width, CV_8UC2, outimg.buf->data());

itsLastObject.copyTo(outimgcv(cv::Rect(520, 240, 60, 60)));

// Print a text message, only for debugging , remove afterwards

jevois::rawimage::writeText(outimg, "Hello MOFO!", 100, 230, txtcol, 

jevois::rawimage::Font20x38);

// Print all object scores:

jevois::rawimage::writeText(outimg, itsScoresStr, 2, 301, txtcol);

// Write any positively recognized object category:

jevois::rawimage::writeText(outimg, itsLastObjectCateg.c_str(), 517-

6*itsLastObjectCateg.length(), 263, txtcol);

// Show processing fps:

std::string const & fpscpu = itsProcessingTimer.stop();

jevois::rawimage::writeText(outimg, fpscpu, 3, 480 - 13, txtcol);

// Send the output image with our processing results to the host over USB:

outframe.send(); // NOTE: optional here, outframe destructor would call it anyway

}

protected:

jevois::RawImage itsBanner;

std::string itsScoresStr;

};
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Appendix C: Calculations for Network Memory Footprint

memory:32*32*3=  3072 weights: 0
memory:32*32*32 =                32768 weights:(3*3*3) * 32 = 864
memory: 16*16*32= 5376 weights: 0 // used for down sampling

// used for rectified linear activation function, to add non linearity
memory:16*16*32=              5376 weights: (3*3*32) * 32 = 4096
memory: 8*8*32= 2048 weights: 0

memory: 8*8*64= 4096 weights: (3*3*32) * 64 =18432
memory: 4*4*64= 1024 weights: 0

memory: 1024*64= 64 weights: 1024 *64 65536
memory: =                10 weights: 64 * 10 640
memory: =                10 0 // Single vector along a depth dimension

53844 89568

TOTAL memory: 53844 * 4 bytes ~= 0.2 MB / image (only forward!) // In case of single precision

1) INPUT: [32x32x3]                    
2) CONVOLUTION LAYER [32x32x32]
3) POOLING LAYER [16x16x32]
4) RELU LAYER [16x16x32]
5) CONVOLUTION LAYER [16x16x32]
6) POOLING LAYER [8x8x32]
7) RELU LAYER [8x8x32]
8) CONVOLUTION LAYER [8x8x64]
9) POOLING LAYER [4x4x64]
10) RELU LAYER [4x4x64]
11) FULLY CONNECTED LAYER [4x4x64, x64]
12) FULLY CONNECTED LAYER [64 ,x10]
13) SOFTMAX LAYER [10]

// Softmax squishes the output into probability distributions

TOTAL params: 89k parameters
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